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I behave like a typical millennial shopper ……………………

More and more of my purchases are online

I am a “showroomer”

I comparison shop online

I check online reviews before I buy

I leave reviews 



These are some of the products I have purchased online:



These are some of the products I have purchased online:



These are some of the services I now purchase exclusively online:



- The first click that led to an online sales was in 1994
- Dan Kohn sold a CD for $12.48
- The following year Amazon launched its online bookstore and
- Ebay sold its first item
- More than one in five of the WORLD’s population now shops online
- Worldwide online sales are expected to hit $2 trillion in 2017

Source: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/resources/idt-sh/disruptors_how_may_I_help_you

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCjvV3iFsuw

We’ve gone from this …

… to this

The Evolution of Retail

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCjvV3iFsuw
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https://media.ford.com/content/fordmedia/fna/
us/en/news/2017/01/04/alexa-car-ford-amazon-
shop-search-home.html

https://youtu.be/cHWvpa8Ge58

Alexa in the Car: Ford, Amazon to Provide Access to Shop, 
Search and Control Smart Home Features on the Road

This is known as: 
Conversational Commerce 
or
Voice Shopping

https://media.ford.com/content/fordmedia/fna/us/en/news/2017/01/04/alexa-car-ford-amazon-shop-search-home.html
https://youtu.be/cHWvpa8Ge58
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Smart Refrigerator
Digital Command Center

Shop for food
Create shopping lists
Check deals and save to loyalty cards
Organize family schedules
Share calendars, photos and notes
Play favorite songs and movies
Call up/display recipes
See who’s at front door
Check on baby in next room
Adjust thermostat
Leave note on white board
Answer phone call

See what’s inside fridge from 
anywhere to see how many eggs 
remain or how much milk is left

No need to go to store. Order 
automatically and have it 
delivered



The Future of Retail

Retail’s Retreat



Retail’s Retreat

Photo: Seth Lawless



Source: USDOL/NYT

Retail’s Retreat
Between 2001 and 2016, the number of jobs at Traditional Retailers
decreased 46%

During the same period, Factory Jobs were down 25% 

During the same period, Coal Mining Jobs were down 32% 

The Retail Industry employs one in 10 Americans

From Oct 2016 to April 2017, General Merchandise Stores lost 89,000 jobs

That’s more than the number of people in the entire U.S. coal industry



Photo: Seth Lawless

Is this the end of the Shopping Mall?



Photo: Seth Lawless

Retail square feet per capita in the U.S. 
is more than 6x that of Europe or Japan

We have far more stores than we need

The current Retail Bubble has been likened to the 
Housing Bubble of the 2000’s



Year Number of Malls
1970 300

2017 1500

Credit Suisse recently predicted that 25% of U.S. malls
will be gone in 5 years

Some say that number will be 50%

The Malls of America



Year Number of Malls
1970 300

2017 1500

Credit Suisse recently predicted that 25% of U.S. malls
will be gone in 5 years

Some say that number will be 50%
By 2022, it is estimated that more than one billion square feet 

of commercial real estate will be gathering dust

The Malls of America



Retail’s Retreat
4 Retailers filed for Bankruptcy Protection in 2016



Retail’s Retreat
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Retail’s Retreat
19 Retailers filed for Bankruptcy Protection in 2017

First 
bankruptcy 

2015

First 
bankruptcy 

2015



Restaurant Chains that filed for Bankruptcy Protection in 2017 
Retail’s Retreat



Since 2009, closed 1600 branches

Since 2009, closed 1010 branches 
(450 this year)

Retail store/branch closings in 2017
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Retailers that filed for Bankruptcy Protection in 2018 
Retail’s Retreat



Plan to close
150+ stores in 2019



Plan to close
150+ stores in 2019

Three Starbucks Stores at One Intersection in Houston                 

1

2

3 inside 
Barnes 

& Noble



After 123 years in business, in January 2019, Henri Bendel is closing all its 23 stores



Sears was the largest retailer in the U.S. 
until 1989 when it was overtaken by 
WalMart

At its peak Sears had 3500 stores

October 2018:
• Sears filed for bankruptcy protection
• Closed 142 stores (20%)
• Sells Kenmore and Home Services
• Already sold Craftsmen, Land’s End and 

Sears Canada
• Sears closed 1000 stores in last 10 years



That’s 9,000+ stores/branches!

If we assume 20 people per store

That’s 180,000 people out of work



The Future of Retail

The
“Amazoning”       
of America



Started in 1995

The “Amazoning” of America



In 1995, these retailers were all big chains



In 1995, these retailers were all big chains

Now, they no longer exist!



In June 2015, twenty years after they started, Amazon’s 
market capitalization ($200 billion) surpassed Walmart, 
making it the most valuable retailer in the United States

Amazon’s revenue exceeds that of Macy’s, J.C. Penney, 
Sears Holdings and Limited Brands combined

Amazon is known as the “everything store”

Amazon’s appeal is simple:

Anything
Anywhere
Anytime



World’s largest    
online retailer

Do you notice 
the smile in 
their logo?
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World’s largest    
online retailer

Do you also 
notice that the 
smile connects 
from A to Z ?

89% of people shop on Amazon*

41% of Amazon shoppers shop 
there at least once per week

60% of online shoppers start their 
search on Amazon

*MarketTrack



World’s largest    
online retailer



World’s largest    
online retailer





Amazon opened its first brick and 
mortar store in 2015 in Seattle.
Today they have 12 stores.



Amazon opened its first brick and 
mortar store in 2015 in Seattle.
Today they have 12 stores.

-Items are not priced
-Customers scan UPC 
with their phone
-Prime members pay less
-Allows for dynamic pricing



Amazon has a number of Private Label brands
(Only available for Prime members)



Introducing Amazon’s Treasure Truck. Testing concept in 5 cities. 



Truck location and specials announced via 
text message to Prime members



In 2017 Amazon purchased Whole Foods for $13.7 billion giving them 
access to 474 stores. The first thing they did was to slash prices on 
hundreds of items
This resulted in a 25% increase in store traffic.

In 2017,  Amazon purchased Whole Foods for $13.4 billion giving them 
access to 474 stores. First thing they did was lower prices on hundreds of 

items resulting in a 25% increase in traffic in the first month.



Kohl’s already accepts and processes 
returns for Amazon

Kohl’s has “store-within-a-store” 
selling Amazon Smart Home and 
branded electronic products like Echo 
and Fire tablets

Kohl’s looking for a grocery partner for 
space they are devoting to grocery 
products

Frenemies and Coopetitors



Amazon started its own manufactured shopping event called Amazon PrimeDay on 
July 11,  2015, copying Chinese company Alibaba

It is a one-day Global Shopping Event exclusively for amazon Prime members (who 
pay $99 per year to buy) featuring special PrimeDay deals with deep discounts

On July 11, 2017, Amazon sold $1 billion worth of merchandise

This is an estimate since Amazon does not release their sales figures 



Guanggun Jie: (Singles Day) 11/11
Biggest shopping day in the world

Started in 1993 by students at Nanjing university as way to counter Valentine’s 
Day for couples and to celebrate being single

Co-opted by Alibaba who created a manufactured shopping event
In 2018, sales exceeded $30.8 billion in ONE day

Alipay, Alibaba’s mobile wallet app, set world record for payment processing in a 
single day processing 256,000  payment transactions PER SECOND



E-com Sales in 2017 in $ Billions
China 1000
USA 425
UK 166
Japan 124
Germany 107
France 72
South Korea 38
Alibaba Singles Day 2018 31
Canada 20
Russia 16
Brazil 15
India 14



In 2012, Amazon purchased Kiva Systems 
which they re-named Amazon robotics



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UxZDJ1HiPE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UxZDJ1HiPE


Introducing Amazon Hub. The wired locker system.

Amazon is taking over the package delivery rooms of 
some of the largest apartments in the U.S.

Contracts with 850,000 apartments

Landlords pay $10-20k per Hub

WHY?
Loss prevention
Staff at some buildings spend hours daily sorting 
packages
Accessible 24/7

Adding Amazon Hubs to all Whole Foods locations

The most expensive leg of 
any delivery is known as

“The Last Mile”



The Future of Retail

Cashier-less
Stores



https://youtu.be/NrmMk1Myrxc

In 2017 in Seattle, Amazon launched a test of a “Smart Store” called Amazon Go
This new type of shopping experience is known as Grab-and-Go. There are no cashiers

https://youtu.be/NrmMk1Myrxc


In 2017 in Seattle, Amazon launched a test of a “Smart Store” called Amazon Go
This new type of shopping experience is known as Grab-and-Go. There are no cashiers

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) data
shows there are 3.5 million cashiers in the
U.S. with “Cashier” being the second-largest
occupation in the U.S.

More than 7.5 million retail jobs are at risk 
of being eliminated by automation over 
the next several years*

In September 2018, Amazon announced 
plans to open 3000 Amazon Go stores

*Cornerstone Capital Group 



Similar to Scan and Go app 
already in use at Sam’s clubs

Sam’s testing a no-cashier store in Dallas



Kroger plans to expand its Scan, Bag, Go 
technology to 400 of its 2,700 stores in 2018

Customers scan products with a handheld scanner, or by 
using Kroger’s Scan, Bag, Go smartphone app



(Auchan Supermarkets) (Alibaba)

The era of cashier-less shopping has arrived in China

Moby Mart
Driverless mobile store 
that comes to you



Robomart the Mobile Supermarket

Autonomous, self-driving, on-demand supermarket goes to consumers who 
summon it with their smart phone



Pizza Hut just announced plans for an autonomous, self-driving, pizza delivery vehicle 
Pizza Hut has 7800 stores in the U.S. 



Kroger partners with Nuro to offer 
driverless grocery deliveries 

https://www.digitaltrends.com/cars/kroger-driverless-deliveries/

https://www.digitaltrends.com/cars/kroger-driverless-deliveries/


WalMart is testing a grocery pick-up kiosk in the parking lot. 
This is known as BOPIS: Buy Online, Pick Up In Store

Customers place orders online 

WM associates fill orders

Orders placed in bins inside kiosk, 
equipped with refrigerators and 
freezers

Customers drive up to kiosk to pick 
up order

5 customers at a time can be served



The Future of Retail

Retail 
Disruptors



Retail Disruptors: Clothing and Accessories Subscription Services



Retail Disruptors: Shoe Subscription Services



Retail Disruptors: Children’s Crafts and Razor Subscription Services

There are over 100 different 
companies offering many 
different types of subscriptions:
Book Clubs
Geeks & Gaming
Snacks
Candy
Pets
Novelties & gifts
Coffee & Tea
Scented candles
Filters
Sock of the Month Club



Retail Disruptors: Meal Kit Subscription Services



Retail Disruptors: Mtailor Online Tailors
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A different kind of store

A store that doesn’t stock clothes

No merchandise

No inventory

3000 square feet (vs 100,000)

Services include:

Manicures
On-site tailoring
Personal stylists curating shoppers
Eight dressing rooms
Juice, coffee, wine and beer bar
Buy on-line and pick up at store



Auto Vending Machines in China

Thank 
You

Alibaba side-stepping car salesmen
Book a test-drive on-line
No dealership involved
Attendants are available to explain features and 
answer any questions



Thank 
You

Carvana has a similar concept in U.S.
Consumers can search for, purchase, 
finance and trade-in vehicles online 
then pick it up from giant vending 
machine filled with cars



A New Way to Buy a Mattress

Thank 
You



A New Way to Buy a Mattress

Thank 
You



Mattress Firm Files for 
Bankruptcy Protection 

Thank 
You

October 2018
Closes 700 stores



Thank 
You

A New Way to Buy Eyeglasses (including lenses)



The Future of Retail

Going 
Cashless



The many ways we can pay



Contact-less Payment Systems - Wearables



Why do I need a smartphone in order to shop?



Why do I need a smartphone in order to shop?
The answer is: You Don’t



Why do I need a smartphone in order to shop?
The answer is: You Don’t

Introducing the implantable RFID chip 



Open locked doors
Rent a bicycle
Use a printer
Buy merchandise
Buy tickets
Store health info
And …



Only 32% of all purchases in the U.S. are with cash

Growing use of person-to-person (P2P) payment 
apps, like Venmo, that allow users to digitally swap 
funds

Digital Wallets: Google Wallet, Paypal, Apple Pay

Facebook now allows you to send your friends 
money on their birthdays

Shake Shack at Astor Place in NYC does not accept 
cash. You pay for your food at a kiosk that only take 
cards. This speeds up payment process, eliminates 
need for cashiers, reduces risk of theft and ensures 
no mistakes in returning change to customer

Online purchasing is causing us to become a cashless society



Only 32% of all purchases in the U.S. are with cash

Growing use of person-to-person (P2P) payment 
apps, like Venmo, that allow users to digitally swap 
funds

Digital Wallets: Google Wallet, Paypal, Apple Pay

Facebook now allows you to send your friends 
money on their birthdays

Shake Shack at Astor Place in NYC does not accept 
cash. You pay for your food at a kiosk that only take 
cards. This speeds up payment process, eliminates 
need for cashiers, reduces risk of theft and ensures 
no mistakes in returning change to customer

Online purchasing is causing us to become a cashless society



In Cashless Sweden, Even God 
Now Takes Collection Via an App



The Future of Retail

Our 
Automated             

Future



http://robohub.org/silicon-valleys-crowne-plaza-hotel-launches-
savioke-robot-delivery-service/

The Automated Future (i.e. NOW)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJjoXPpX46M

http://robohub.org/silicon-valleys-crowne-plaza-hotel-launches-savioke-robot-delivery-service/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJjoXPpX46M


Problem:
One-third of Zara’s sales are picked up in store
Creating long lines and wait times

This negated the instant gratification of BOPIS – Buying Online 
Picking up In Store

Customers scan code in store, ROBOTS search for item in 
storeroom and deliver to dropbox in store for customer pickup

Zara using ROBOTS for in-store pickup



WalMart is using ROBOTS in-store for OOS

http://www.bossanova.com/

http://www.bossanova.com/


Lowe’s using a Lowe-bot
• Greets customers as 

they enter store

• Asks if they need 
help finding an item

• Takes them to the 
exact location of 
product

• Scans on-shelf 
inventory



Will a robot cook your next meal? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0Hup8D5exE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iz9X__svAhg

http://www.moley.com/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0Hup8D5exE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iz9X__svAhg
http://www.moley.com/


Thank 
You

Sometime in the not too Distant Future…………



Thank 
You

CALLER: Is this Gordon's Pizza?

GOOGLE: No sir, it's Google Pizza.

CALLER: I must have dialed a wrong number. Sorry.

GOOGLE: No sir, Google bought Gordon’s Pizza last month.

CALLER: OK. I would like to order a pizza.

GOOGLE: Do you want your usual, sir?

CALLER: My usual? You know me?



Thank 
You

GOOGLE: According to our customer data sheet, the last 12 times you called, 
you ordered an extra-large pizza with three cheeses, sausage, pepperoni, 
mushrooms and meatballs on a thick crust.

CALLER: OK! That’s what I want …

GOOGLE: May I suggest that this time you order a pizza with ricotta, arugula, 
sun-dried tomatoes and olives on a whole wheat, gluten-free, thin crust?

CALLER: No! I hate vegetables!

GOOGLE: Your cholesterol is not good, sir.

CALLER: How the hell do you know?



Thank 
You

GOOGLE: We cross-referenced your phone number with your medical records. We 
have the results of your blood tests for the last 7 years.

CALLER: I already take medication for my cholesterol.

GOOGLE: It does not appear that you take your medication regularly. You only 
purchased one prescription of 30 cholesterol tablets at CVS, 4 months ago.

CALLER: I bought more from Walgreen’s.

GOOGLE: That doesn’t show on your credit card statement.

CALLER: I paid in cash.

GOOGLE: But you did not withdraw enough cash according to your bank statement



Thank 
You

CALLER: I have other sources of cash.

GOOGLE: That doesn’t show on your tax return, unless you have an undeclared 
source of income, which is against the law.

CALLER: WHAT THE HELL?!!!

GOOGLE: I'm sorry, sir, we use such information only with the sole intention of 
helping you.

CALLER: Enough already! I'm sick to death of Google, Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp 
and all the others. I'm going to an island without internet, cable TV, where there’s 
no cell phone service and no one to watch me or spy on me.

GOOGLE: I understand sir, but you need to renew your passport first. It expired 6 
weeks ago……



The Future of Retail

Thank 
You
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